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PREFACE

The information contained herein is the result of factory and operator's experience and constitutes the generally accepted practice of operation for this particular airplane.

These instructions are furnished for the operators' information and without any warranty incident thereto. Furthermore, the Douglas Aircraft Company reserves the right to make changes (approved by the Bureau of Aeronautics) to this information at such time that advanced methods of operation may be forthcoming from the above sources.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC.
FOREWORD

This handbook contains the information necessary to acquaint the service pilot with all controls, characteristics, and equipment of the SBD-3 airplane. It should be thoroughly studied before the pilot's first flight.
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1. General Data

The weight empty is the actual weight of the first airplane as weighed on 1-19-41.

Weights - Non-Combat Condition

Weight empty .................. 5669.5
(as a carrier landplane)
Bomber .......................... 8339.0
(1000# bomb & 100 gal. fuel)
Bomber .......................... 8094.0
(500# bomb & 140 gal. fuel)
Scout ............................ 7784.8
(180 gal. fuel)
Scout ............................ 8617.3
(max fuel 310 gal.)

Useful Load

Useful load as a dive bomber with one 1000# bomb .................. 2669.5
Crew (2) ........................ 400.0
Fuel (100 gal.) .................. 600.0
Oil (8 gal.) ..................... 60.0
Armament ...................... 1291.4
Equipment ..................... 318.1

Useful load as a dive bomber with one 500# bomb .................. 2424.5
Crew (2) ........................ 400.0
Fuel (140 gal.) .................. 840.0
Oil (10 gal.) .................... 75.0
Armament ...................... 791.4
Equipment ........................ 318.1

Useful Load as a Scout with 180 Gal.
Fuel .............................. 2115.3
Crew (2) .......................... 400.0
Fuel (180 gal.) ................. 1080.0
Oil (12 gal.) .................... 90.0
Armament ........................ 227.2
Equipment ........................ 318.1

Useful Load as a Scout with 310 Gal.
Fuel (max.) and 19 Gal. Oil
(max.) ............................ 2947.8
Crew (2) .......................... 400.0
Fuel (310 gal.) ................. 1860.0
Oil (19 gal.) .................... 142.5
Armament ........................ 227.2
Equipment ........................ 318.1

Weights - Combat Condition

The increases in weight empty, with the airplane in the combat condition, are as follows:

Increase in oil tank for gunfire protection ............... +30 lbs.
Increase in center section fuel tanks for gunfire protection .............. +232 lbs.
Increase in outer wing fuel tanks for gunfire protection .............. +218 lbs.
Increase for furnishings for armor plate protection .. +212 lbs.
GROSS WEIGHT AS A: (Combat Condition)

Bomber (1000# bomb and 100 gal. of fuel) .................. 9031.0 lbs.
Bomber (500# bomb and 140 gal. of fuel) .................... 8786.0 lbs.
Scout (150 gal. of fuel) .................................. 8289.3 lbs.
Scout (260 gal. of fuel) .................................. 8986.8 lbs.

USEFUL LOAD AS A: (Combat Condition)

1000# bomber – same as non-combat
500# bomber – same as non-combat
150 gal. scout
30 gal. less fuel ................. -180.0 lbs.
1 gal. less oil .................. -7.5 lbs.
260 gal. scout
50 gal. less fuel ................. -300.0 lbs.
3 gal. less oil .................. -22.5 lbs.

CHARACTERISTICS

FUEL CAPACITY (Non-Combat)
Main tanks (90 gal. ea.) .......... 180.0 gal.
Aux. tanks (65 gal. ea.) .......... 130.0 gal.
Total ......... 310.0 gal.

Reserve (Included in L.H.
Main Tank) ............. 37.0 gal.
WING AREA ........ 323.9 sq. ft.
WING SPAN .......... 41 ft. 6 1/8 in.
LENGTH, OVER-ALL .. 31 ft. 8 3/4 in.
HEIGHT, OVER PROPELLER,
TAIL ON GROUND ... 12 ft. 10 13/16 in.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS</strong></th>
<th><strong>(NON-COMBAT)</strong></th>
<th><strong>1000</strong>&lt;sup&gt;#&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th><strong>180 GAL.</strong></th>
<th><strong>310 GAL.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GROSS WEIGHT</strong></td>
<td><strong>LBS.</strong></td>
<td>8327.0</td>
<td>7772.8</td>
<td>8605.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WING LOADING</strong></td>
<td><strong>#/FT.&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</strong></td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POWER LOADING</strong></td>
<td><strong>NORMAL RATED POWER AT S.L.</strong>&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>9.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH SPEED AT S.L.</strong></td>
<td><strong>KNOTS</strong></td>
<td>194</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH SPEED AT 16000 FT.</strong></td>
<td><strong>KNOTS</strong></td>
<td>214</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STALLING SPEED AT S.L.- POWER OFF-</strong></td>
<td><strong>FLAPS FULL DOWN</strong></td>
<td><strong>KNOTS</strong></td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STALLING SPEED AT S.L.- POWER OFF-</strong></td>
<td><strong>FLAPS UP</strong></td>
<td><strong>KNOTS</strong></td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIME TO CLimb TO 15000 FT.</strong></td>
<td><strong>MIN.</strong></td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SERVICE CEILING</strong></td>
<td><strong>FT.</strong></td>
<td>26720</td>
<td>28800</td>
<td>26680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TAKE-OFF DISTANCE- S.L.</strong></td>
<td><strong>FT.</strong></td>
<td>701</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRUISING SPEED AT 65% POWER</strong></td>
<td><strong>(618 HP) AT 5000 FT.</strong></td>
<td><strong>KNOTS</strong></td>
<td>174</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRUISING SPEED AT 65% POWER</strong></td>
<td><strong>(618 HP) AT 16000 FT.</strong></td>
<td><strong>KNOTS</strong></td>
<td>192</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td>1000# BOMBER</td>
<td>150 GAL. SCOUT</td>
<td>260 GAL. SCOUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSS WEIGHT</td>
<td>LBS.</td>
<td>9019.0</td>
<td>8277.3</td>
<td>8974.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WING LOADING</td>
<td>*/FT.²</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER LOADING (NORMAL RATED</td>
<td>*/HP</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER AT S.L.)</td>
<td>KNOTS</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH SPEED AT S.L.</td>
<td>KNOTS</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH SPEED AT 16000 FT.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STALLING SPEED AT S.L.- POWER OFF-FLAPS FULL DOWN</td>
<td>KNOTS</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STALLING SPEED AT S.L.- POWER OFF-FLAPS UP</td>
<td>KNOTS</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME TO CLIMB TO 15000 FT.</td>
<td>MIN.</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICE CEILING</td>
<td>FT.</td>
<td>25200</td>
<td>27620</td>
<td>26100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKE-OFF DISTANCE AT S.L.</td>
<td>FT.</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUISING SPEED AT 65% POWER (618 HP) AT 5000 FT.</td>
<td>KNOTS</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUISING SPEED AT 65% POWER (618 HP) AT 16000 FT.</td>
<td>KNOTS</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. **Flying Characteristics**

The Model SBD-3 airplane is a single engine, low wing, monoplane, designed for dive bombing or scouting operations from either shore stations or aircraft carriers. This airplane performs all ground and flight maneuvers with the normal characteristics of its type. As a land plane, this airplane will take off from the ground or carrier deck with or without the aid of a catapult, and will land on an ordinary landing field with or without landing flaps, or on a carrier deck in an arresting gear. Dive bombing maneuvers may be made with or without the use of the diving flaps.

Check-off lists are provided in the pilot's cockpit indicating the operations which must be completed before attempting take-offs, landings, ground operations or air maneuvers, including dives.

The information contained in the following paragraphs is also of importance, and should be thoroughly studied by the service pilot, and followed in addition to the check-off lists.

**Taxiing**

Refer to pilot's check-off list for operations and adjustments to be made during taxiing of the airplane. The wheel
BRAKES ARE ADEQUATE FOR SATISFACTORY CONTROL OF THE AIRPLANE DURING ALL GROUND MANEUVERS.

TAKE-OFF

A LOAD OF 200 LBS., EITHER PASSENGER OR BALLAST, SECURE TO THE REAR SEAT IS ADVISABLE, BUT NOT ESSENTIAL TO MAINTAIN PROPER BALANCE FOR TAKE-OFF AND LANDING.

CHECK STOWAGE OF FLIGHT CONTROL LOCK, HOISTING SLING, ARRESTING Hook AND STARTER CRANK. THE COCKPITS SHOULD BE CHECKED FOR ANY LOOSE GEAR, AND SUCH ITEMS AS AMMUNITION, LIFE RAFT, AND BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT DOORS SHOULD BE INSPECTED FOR SECURITY.

WHEN THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR WITH THE AIRPLANE, THE PILOT MAY SET THE CONTROL TABS TO ANY DEVIATION FROM NEUTRAL.

THE AIRPLANE RETAINS NORMAL FLYING CHARACTERISTICS WITH EITHER THE LANDING OR DIVING FLAPS IN THE CLOSED, PARTIALLY, OR FULLY OPENED POSITIONS, EXCEPT THAT READJUSTMENT OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL TABS MAY BE NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN PROPER TRIM AT DIFFERENT AIRSPEEDS. THE LANDING FLAPS MAY BE OPENED APPROXIMATELY 15° TO ASSIST IN TAKE-OFFS FROM CARRIER DECKS AND SMALL LANDING FIELDS.
NOTE: After take-off and prior to retracting the landing gear, the pilot should apply the brakes to stop rotation of the wheels.

LANDING

Refer to pilot's check-off list for restrictions, operations and adjustments necessary during landing of the airplane.

The use of the landing flaps is recommended during all landing operations. However, fast landings on improved airports may be successfully accomplished without the use of the flaps. The landing flaps serve to increase the gliding angle of the airplane as they are opened.

Arrested landings may be made with any combination of bomb loading, providing the fuel load has been reduced to such an extent that the gross weight does not exceed the gross weight of the airplane in the fully loaded scout condition.

The indicated landing or stalling air-speed of the airplane increases with the weight, but does not increase with altitude.

The indicated landing or stalling air-speed for various weights and both flap positions and also an airspeed correction chart will be found in the list of illustrations.
CHECK-OFF LIST FOR TAKE OFF

PROPELLER________HIGH R.P.M.
MIXTURE ______AUTOMATIC RICH
FUEL__________RIGHT TANK
CHECK TRIM TABS
CARBURETOR AIR_______DIRECT
TAIL WHEEL__________LOCKED
COWLING FLAPS_______OPEN
OIL COOLER
   AIR SCOOP_______OPEN
LOW BLOWER SPEED
CHECK-OFF LIST
FOR LANDING

WHEELS DOWN_____140KN. MAX.

PROPELLER_________HIGH R.P.M.

FUEL_________ON RESERVE

MIXTURE_________FULL RICH

TAIL WHEEL_________LOCKED

CARBURETOR AIR______DIRECT

LOW BLOWER SPEED

LANDING FLAPS______DOWN
(140 KN. MAXIMUM)

OIL COOLER

AIR . SCOOP________OPEN

COWLING FLAPS______CLOSED
(OPEN AFTER LANDING)
3. Cockpit Arrangement & List of Controls

The following is a tabulation of the various controls and instruments.

**Pilot's Cockpit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flying Controls</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aileron Control</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aileron Tab Control</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator Control</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator Tabs Control</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudder Control</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudder Tab Control</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing Flaps</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diving Flaps</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Plant Controls</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supercharger Control</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carburetor Air Control</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowling Flaps Control</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Primer</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
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4. **Operation & Function of Controls**

**Flying Controls**

The ailerons are differentially controlled in the conventional manner by a control stick (Item 1, Page 56) which is connected to the movable surfaces through a torque tube, push-pull rods, and cables.

The aileron tab is located on the left aileron only. It has sufficient movement to adjust the lateral balance of the airplane during flight. The tab control (Item 10, Page 57) suitably marked, is one of the unit of three tab controls located to the left of the pilot.

The elevators are also controlled from sticks in the usual manner by a push-pull tube and connecting cables. The stick movement is the same in either cockpit. The elevators are statically balanced.

The elevator tabs are fitted into the trailing edge of the elevators for adjusting the longitudinal balance of the airplane. The operating mechanism is positive and holds the tabs in any desired position in flight. The tab control (Item 11, Page 57) is in the control unit on the pilot's left.

The rudder is statically balanced and is operated by foot pedals (Item 1, Page 60), from either cockpit in the customary
MANNER.

THE RUDDER TAB, IN THE TRAILING EDGE OF THE RUDDER, IS TO MAINTAIN THE DIRECTIONAL TRIM OF THE AIRPLANE. ITS CONTROL (ITEM 12, PAGE 57) IS OPERATED FROM THE TAB CONTROL UNIT ON THE PILOT'S LEFT.

NOTE: FOR ALL FLIGHT CONDITIONS THE TAB CONTROLS SHOULD BE SET IN NEUTRAL UNTIL THE PILOT IS FAMILIAR WITH THE AIRPLANE.

LANDING FLAPS, OF THE HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED, SPLIT EDGE TYPE, ARE FITTED TO EACH WING AND CENTER SECTION. THEY ARE OPERATED BY THE PILOT TO STEEPEN THE GLIDING ANGLE AND DECREASE THE LANDING SPEED OF THE AIRPLANE.

TO LOWER THE FLAPS, MOVE THE LANDING FLAP SELECTOR LEVER (ITEM 4, PAGE 58) TO THE "DOWN" POSITION, AND DEPRESS THE ENGINE PUMP CONTROL VALVE HANDLE. WHEN THE INDICATOR SHOWS THE DESIRED POSITION OF THE FLAPS, MOVE THE SELECTOR VALVE HANDLE TO THE NEUTRAL POSITION.

TO RAISE THE FLAPS, MOVE THE SELECTOR VALVE LEVER TO THE "UP" POSITION AND DEPRESS THE CONTROL VALVE HANDLE.

TO RAISE OR LOWER THE FLAPS WITH THE ENGINE PUMP INOPERATIVE, MOVE THE SELECTOR VALVE LEVER TO THE DESIRED POSITION AND OPERATE THE HAND PUMP. THE LANDING FLAP VALVE LEVER MUST BE PLACED IN NEUTRAL TO
LOCK THE FLAPS IN ANY INTERMEDIATE POSITION. ALSO (WITH FLAPS DOWN), PLACE THIS LEVER IN NEUTRAL WHEN OPERATING THE LANDING GEAR; OTHERWISE, LOSS OF PRESSURE IN THE SYSTEM MAY ALLOW THE FLAPS TO CLOSE MOMENTARILY.

WARNING: Make sure the diving flaps are completely closed before extending the landing flaps. Do not park the airplane with landing flap selector valve in the neutral position.

DIVING FLAPS, HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED, ARE BUILT IN THE UPPER TRAILING EDGE OF THE WINGS, JUST ABOVE THE LANDING FLAPS. THESE ARE DESIGNED TO ACT, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE LANDING FLAPS, AS AIR BRAKES TO RETARD THE SPEED OF THE AIRPLANE IN A DIVE; THUS GIVING THE PILOT MORE TIME TO PERFECT HIS AIM AND MORE CLOSELY APPROACH HIS TARGET.

TO OPERATE THE DIVING FLAPS, MOVE THE SELECTOR VALVE LEVER (ITEM 6, PAGE 58) TO THE "OPEN" POSITION. DEPRESS THE CONTROL VALVE HANDLE AND WHEN THE INDICATOR SHOWS THE DESIRED POSITION OF THE DIVING FLAPS, MOVE THE SELECTOR VALVE LEVER TO THE NEUTRAL POSITION. THEY ARE HELD IN THIS SELECTED ATTITUDE BY MEANS OF A CHECK VALVE.

TO CLOSE THE DIVING FLAPS, MOVE THE SELECTOR VALVE LEVER TO THE "CLOSED" POSITION AND DEPRESS THE CONTROL VALVE HANDLE.
WHEN DIVING WITH FLAPS OPEN, THE HANDLE SHOULD BE KEPT IN THE "OPEN" POSITION. AFTER CLOSING THE DIVING FLAPS, THE HANDLE SHOULD BE LEFT IN THE "CLOSED" POSITION.

THE DIVING FLAPS MAY BE OPENED AT ANY SPEED UP TO THE MAXIMUM LEVEL FLIGHT SPEED OF THE AIRPLANE.

WARNING: DO NOT OPEN THE DIVING FLAPS UNLESS THE LANDING FLAPS SELECTOR VALVE IS IN THE "CLOSED" POSITION. IF IT IS NECESSARY TO LEAVE THE DIVING FLAPS IN THE OPEN POSITION FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME, ON THE GROUND, THE SELECTOR VALVE HANDLE SHOULD BE RETURNED TO THE "CLOSED" POSITION.

POWER PLANT CONTROLS

THE CARBURETOR AIR CONTROL (ITEM 2, PAGE 56) IS FOR THE ALTERNATE AIR INTAKE VALVE. THE VALVE PERMITS PROTECTED AIR TO ENTER THE CARBURETOR AIR INTAKE AFTER PASSING AROUND THE CYLINDER HEAD FINS. NO PRONOUNCED TEMPERATURE RISE IS REQUIRED FOR THE CARBURETOR USED. THE CONTROL SHALL BE IN THE DIRECT POSITION FOR TAKE-OFFS, LANDINGS AND NORMAL OPERATION, EXCEPT IN CASE OF HEAVY RAIN (OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE -1°C., TO 20°C., 30°F. TO 70°F.), SNOW, SLEET, ICING CONDITIONS, OR INADVERTENT CLOGGING OF THE EXTERNAL AIR INTAKE, IN WHICH CASE THE ALTERNATE AIR SHALL BE USED. WHEN IN DOUBT USE "ALTERNATE" AIR PRIOR TO ENTERING "ICING CONDI-
tions". The only disadvantage of the alternate air is loss of ram, which is not of serious consequence except for high output or high altitude operation. The control shall be in either extreme positions and shall not be left in any intermediate position.

In diving, the carburetor air shall be in the direct position, sufficient throttle opening shall be maintained to prevent too rapid cooling of the engine.

The cowling flap control (item 3, page 56), in the pilot's cockpit, controls the hydraulically operated flaps provided on the trailing edge of the outer engine cowling to regulate cylinder temperatures.

To open the cowling flaps, move the selector valve handle to the "OPEN" position. Depress the engine pump valve handle. When the flaps are open to the proper position for desired engine temperature, move the selector valve lever to the "NEUTRAL" position.

To close the flaps, move the selector valve to "CLOSED" position and depress the control valve handle. The flaps may also be operated by the hydraulic hand pump.

A "NEUTRAL" position is provided to hold the cowling flaps in the selected
POSITION WHEN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IS IN USE FOR OTHER UNITS.

THE THROTTLE (ITEM 2, PAGE 57) IS THE CENTER LEVER OF THE ENGINE CONTROL UNIT. THE EXTREME POSITIONS ARE PLAINLY MARKED ON THE UNIT.

**Auxiliary Controls:**

A TYPE A-1 APPROACH LIGHT IS MOUNTED IN THE LEADING EDGE OF THE LEFT WING. IT IS CONTROLLED FROM THE PILOT'S ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION PANEL.

THE ARRESTING HOOK OPERATING LEVER (ITEM 7, PAGE 57) - EQUIPPED WITH A LATCH, IS OPERATED BY THE PILOT TO RAISE OR LOWER THE ARRESTING HOOK. MOVE THE LEVER AFT FOR THE "HOOK DOWN" POSITION; FORWARD FOR THE "HOOK UP" POSITION.

**Note:** The pilot shall insure that the handle is securely locked in the "Hook Down" position prior to landing aboard a carrier.

THE AUTOMATIC PILOT OPERATES FROM THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF THE AIRPLANE. WHEN THE ENGINE PUMP CONTROL VALVE IS IN THE NORMAL (UP) POSITION, THE FLUID IS PASSED TO THE AUTO PILOT PRESSURE REGULATOR WHICH MAINTAINS A CONSTANT PRESSURE OF APPROXIMATELY 120 LBS./SQ. IN. IN THE AUTO PILOT SYSTEM. THE SERVO UNITS ARE RENDERED
INACTIVE BY MEANS OF A BY PASS ON EACH UNIT. WHEN AUTO PILOT CONTROL VALVE (ITEM 4, PAGE 56) IS TURNED "ON" THE SYSTEM PRESSURE OF 120 LBS./SQ. IN. OPERATES VALVES TO CLOSE THE BY-PASS ON EACH SERVO UNIT, PUTTING THEM IN OPERATION TO CONTROL FLIGHT ACCORDING TO THE SETTINGS OF THE BANK AND CLIMB CONTROL UNIT, AND THE DIRECTIONAL GYRO CONTROL UNIT.

THE AUTO PILOT CONTROL VALVE MUST BE FULL "ON" OR "OFF".

WHEN AUTO PILOT IS "ON", THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WILL HAVE APPROXIMATELY THE SAME PRESSURE AS OPERATING PRESSURE OF AUTO PILOT SYSTEM (APPROXIMATELY 120 LBS./SQ. IN.). AS THIS PRESSURE IS INSUFFICIENT TO OPERATE UNITS IN NORMAL FLIGHT, THE PILOT MAY DEPRESS THE ENGINE PUMP CONTROL VALVE, DIRECTING ALL FLUID TO THE DESIRED UNIT FOR THE PERIOD OF OPERATION (USUALLY 5 TO 10 SECONDS).

HOWEVER, WHEN THE CONTROL VALVE IS DEPRESSED AND ALL FLUID DIRECTED TO THE UNIT BEING OPERATED, THE AUTO PILOT IS RENDERED INOPERATIVE. SUBSEQUENT RELEASE OF THE CONTROL AGAIN ALLOWS FLUID TO FLOW THROUGH AUTO PILOT AT ITS NORMAL PRESSURE.

WITH AUTO PILOT IN OPERATION, HYDRAULIC UNITS MAY BE OPERATED BY USE OF THE HYDRAULIC HAND PUMP. THE OPERATION OF UNITS WITH THE HAND PUMP WILL NOT EFFECT THE AUTO PILOT OPERATION.
Prior to engaging the auto pilot, several details should be checked:

Oil pressure.

Push in and turn the caging knob on the directional gyro unit and set the lower or directional card to magnetic compass heading.

Uncage directional gyro by pulling caging knob straight out.

Turn course setting knob until upper, or reference card coincides with directional card.

Uncage bank and climb gyro control unit by pulling out the caging knob and turning it as far as possible counter-clockwise. Push in to lock in this position.

Turn aileron and elevator trim knobs to bring the pointers on their respective index dials to zero.

Trim airplane for "hands off" condition.

Engage auto pilot by turning main "on-off" valve to "on". After the auto pilot is in operation, the course setting knob and the aileron and elevator trim knobs may be adjusted slightly, if necessary, to
PUT THE AIRPLANE IN STRAIGHT, LEVEL FLIGHT.

FOR GROUND AND FLIGHT CHECK LISTS, SEE PAGES 86 AND 88. REFER TO SPERRY INSTRUCTION MANUAL, NO. 15-731 ON AUTO PILOT, MK. IV.

THE BRAKES (ITEM 2, PAGE 60), ARE OPERATED ON EACH LANDING GEAR WHEEL BY MEANS OF A BRAKE TREADLE MOUNTED ON EACH RUDDER PEDAL. THESE TREADLES MAY BE ADJUSTED BY THE PILOT FOR COMFORT.

THE PARKING BRAKE, (ITEM 5, PAGE 56), IS OPERATED BY PRESSING BOTH BRAKE TREADLES, PULLING OUT THE PARKING BRAKE HANDLE, AND GIVING IT A QUARTER TURN CLOCKWISE.

TO RELEASE THE PARKING BRAKE, APPLY PRESSURE TO THE BRAKE TREADLES AND TURN THE PARKING BRAKE HANDLE A QUARTER TURN COUNTER-CLOCKWISE, THEN RELEASE PRESSURE ON TREADLES.

THE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION PANEL (ITEM 10, PAGE 58) FOR THE PILOT, CONTAINS THE VOLT-AMMETER WITH SELECTOR SWITCH, GUN SWITCHES, LIGHT SWITCHES AND RHEOSTATS, BATTERY SWITCH AND GENERATOR SWITCH. THE RIGHT SECTION OF THE PANEL CONTAINS THE FUSES (SPARE FUSES ARE CARRIED WITH THE FUSES IN USE BY MEANS OF NEOPRENE CONTAINERS). SPARE LAMPS ARE CARRIED IN A CONTAINER ON THE INBOARD SIDE OF THE DISTRIBUTION PANEL.
The gunner's switch panel (item 4, page 62) contains switches and rheostats for all rear cockpit lights.

The pilot's enclosure latch, (item 1, page 59), releases or locks the forward enclosure which moves aft over the overturning structure. It may be latched open in any of three positions. The enclosure may also be opened from the outside by operating the latch lever extending through the lower forward end of the enclosure.

The gunner's cockpit enclosure is in two sections. The forward section may be unlatched under the overturn structure and moved forward into this structure. The after dome section has a handle on the right side which serves to unlock and tilt the section. It may then be moved forward under the forward section.

The fire extinguisher system, may be operated by pulling the control handle (item 14, page 57) which sprays CO₂ gas into the engine section and carburetor air intake. A hand fire extinguisher (item 7, page 63) is located in the gunner's cockpit.

The flight controls locking device (item 6, page 60) consists of a yoke affixed to the pilot's cockpit floor at
ITS TWO EXTREMITIES BY PINS ABOUT WHICH IT IS PIVOTED. TWO C.M. STEEL RODS, ATTACHED TO THE BASE, CONNECT TO THE RUDDER PEDAL LOCKING ARMS.

TO LOCK THE CONTROLS, RAISE THE YOKE AND FASTEN NEAR THE BASE OF THE CONTROL STICK WITH THE PIN PROVIDED. THE RUDDER PEDALS ARE AUTOMATICALLY LOCKED BY THE LOCKING LEVER ARMS. THE YOKE IS STOWED BY SECURING TO THE FLOOR FORWARD OF THE STICK.

THE FLOTATION SYSTEM CONSISTS OF WATER-TIGHT COMPARTMENTS BUILT INTO THE OUTER WINGS AND HORIZONTAL STABILIZERS, AND ALSO FLOTATION BAGS STOWED ON EACH SIDE OF THE ENGINE ACCESSORY COMPARTMENT. EACH WING COMPARTMENT IS VENTED ABOVE THE DECK WITHIN THE OVERTURN STRUCTURE.

THE FLOTATION BAGS ARE INFLATED WITH CO₂ GAS WHICH IS RELEASED FROM THE BOTTLE BY AUTOMATIC ACTION OF ACTUATORS LOCATED ON THE UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE OF THE FUSELAGE WHEN EITHER ACTUATOR IS SUBJECT TO A PRESSURE OF FROM 18 TO 30 INCHES OF WATER. THE GAS MAY ALSO BE RELEASED MANUALLY BY PULLING HANDLES (ITEMS 6 AND 2, PAGES 62 AND 59) UNDER THE OVERTURN STRUCTURE MARKED "PULL ONLY AFTER LANDING ON WATER". THE PRESSURE OF THE CO₂ GAS OPERATES ACTUATING CYLINDERS (LOCATED DIRECTLY
Below each stowage compartment) which releases and inflates the flotation bags.

Note: Cowlings flaps must be closed before landing on water to prevent chafing flotation bags.

The engine pump control valve is manually operated to provide means of operating the landing gear and flap system from the pressure of the engine driven pump. The valve is pressure loaded, and is normally in the "OFF" (up) position. Depressing the handle forces the pressure to enter lines to the various units and hence to operate them. After the handle has automatically returned to the normal position, the fluid returns to the reservoir. See automatic pilot section in reference to that unit.

Warning: If the control valve should become inoperative when in "ON" (down) position, by applying an upward pressure on the handle the fluid will be forced from the chamber, allowing the handle to return to the normal (up) position.

The hydraulic hand pump (Item 8, page 58) may be used for operations of units of the hydraulic system when engine driven pump is inoperative or when auto pilot is in use.

The landing light is extended or retracted by a motor, controlled from a switch of the electrical distribution panel. The unit will automatically stop in its fully extended or retracted position, or may be stopped in any intermediate position. The light will automat-
ICALLY TURN ON OR OFF WHEN ABOUT 10° FROM
THE FULLY RETRACTED POSITION. THE LAMP
MUST NOT BE EXTENDED AT AIRSPEEDS IN EX-
CESS OF 140 M.P.H.

THE LANDING GEAR IS A FULLY RETRACTABLE,
PNEUMATIC, OLEO, SHOCK ABSORBING STRUT,
WHEEL TYPE ASSEMBLY. THE HYDRAULICALLY
OPERATED RETRACTING MECHANISM, WITH A
MECHANICAL LOCK IN BOTH THE UP AND DOWN
POSITION, IS CONTROLLED FROM THE PILOT'S
COCKPIT. DURING RETRACTION, THE LANDING
GEAR STRUTS SWING INWARD, AND WHEN COM-
PLETELY RETRACTED, THE WHEELS ARE HOUSED
WITHIN SMOOTHLY LINED WELLS IN THE WING
CENTER SECTION.

TO RETRACT THE WHEELS, MOVE THE LANDING
GEAR SELECTOR VALVE LEVER (ITEM 7, PAGE
58) AFT, TO THE "UP" POSITION AND OPER-
ATE THE ENGINE DRIVEN PUMP BY MEANS OF THE
CONTROL VALVE OR OPERATE THE HYDRAULIC
HAND PUMP UNTIL THE MECHANICAL INDICATOR
SHOWS THAT THE WHEELS ARE FULLY RETRACTED.

TO EXTEND THE LANDING GEAR, MOVE THE
SELECTOR VALVE FORWARD TO THE "DOWN" PO-
SITION AND OPERATE EITHER PUMP.

MOVING THE SELECTOR VALVE LEVER ADJUSTS
THE VALVE PORTS WHICH DETERMINES THE DI-
RECTION OF FLOW OF HYDRAULIC FLUID FOR
THE REQUIRED OPERATION OF THE GEAR, AND
ALSO OPERATES THE POSITIVE MECHANICAL
LATCH FOR HOLDING THE GEAR IN THE EXTENDED
OR RETRACTED POSITION.

A LANDING GEAR WARNING HORN, LOCATED IN THE OVERTURN STRUCTURE NEAR THE DECK, OPERATES IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE THROTTLE. THIS HORN OPERATES WHEN THE THROTTLE IS IN ANY POSITION LESS THAN 1/8 OPEN AND THE WHEELS ARE IN ANY POSITION EXCEPT FULLY EXTENDED AND LOCKED.

WARNING: HORN WILL NOT OPERATE UNLESS CHECK-OFF INSTRUMENT IS SET FOR "LANDING".

THE LANDING GEAR MECHANISM IS SO CONSTRUCTED THAT WHEN THE SELECTOR VALVE LEVER IS MOVED TO THE FORWARD OR "DOWN" POSITION THE GEAR WILL NORMALLY EXTEND AND LATCH DOWN, DUE TO ITS OWN WEIGHT, WITHOUT THE USE OF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE. THIS FEATURE IS INCORPORATED AS A SAFETY MEASURE IN THE EVENT OF DAMAGE TO THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM. DURING THE EXTENSION OF THE GEAR, WITHOUT HYDRAULIC PRESSURE, IF THE GEAR DOES NOT LATCH DOWN WITHIN TWO MINUTES, MANEUVERS OR INCREASED AIRSPEED WILL TEND TO FORCE THE WHEELS TO THE EXTENDED POSITION AND LATCH THE MECHANISM. IN AN EMERGENCY THE AIRSPEED OF THE AIRPLANE WITH THE GEAR EXTENDED MAY BE INCREASED TO 200 KNOTS WITHOUT DANGER.

AN ADDITIONAL SAFETY FEATURE IS ALSO PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF AN EMERGENCY VALVE (ITEM 3, PAGE 58). IN THE EVENT OF FREEZING OF THE SELECTOR VALVE, THE SELECTOR VALVE CONTROL LEVER MAY BE FORCED, RE-
leasing the mechanical landing gear latch. By opening this emergency valve, the hydraulic pressure will be relieved, allowing the gear to extend. Maneuvers or increased airspeed may also be required to latch the gear.

The oxygen rebreather regulator for the pilot, is mounted on the right side of the cockpit, and attached to the oxygen bottle in the right rear of the gunner's cockpit. The gunner's regulator, attached to the same bottle, is mounted on his right. Oxygen equipment should be carried at all times.

**Warning**: Oxygen equipment must be kept free of grease and oil at all times.

The pilot's headrest release (item 1, page 58) adjusts the pilot's headrest for use in catapult take-offs. It may be returned to the stowed position by operating the release after take-off. No headrest is provided for the gunner. He should be cautioned to face forward, with chin down, and well balanced during catapult take-offs.

The rudder pedal adjustment (item 3 and 1, pages 60, and 66) on the inboard edge of both pilot's and gunner's rudder pedals, provides means of adjusting these pedals. They are foot operated and provide
ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE MOST COMFORTABLE POSITION.

THE SEAT ADJUSTMENT (ITEM 1, PAGE 54) FOR THE PILOT, ENABLES HIM TO ADJUST THE SEAT TO THE PROPER HEIGHT.

THE GUNNER'S SEAT HAS THREE ADJUSTMENTS: A HAND OPERATED ADJUSTMENT FOR VERTICAL REQUIREMENTS, A FOOT OPERATED ADJUSTMENT FOR TILT, AND A HAND OPERATED ADJUSTMENT FOR LOCKING THE SEAT ASSEMBLY IN EITHER THE DIRECTLY FORWARD OR AFTER POSITION.

THE TAIL WHEEL LOCK (ITEM 15, PAGE 57) OPERATED BY THE PILOT, CONTROLS A PIN WHICH LOCKS THE WHEEL IN A STRAIGHT AFTER POSITION. THE WHEEL IS UNLOCKED BY MOVING THE LEVER FORWARD. WHEN RELEASED, THE TAIL WHEEL MAY SWIVEL THROUGH 360°. A SPRING CENTERING DEVICE CAUSES THE WHEEL TO TRAIL STRAIGHT AFT WHEN OFF THE GROUND.

THE WINDSHIELD HOT AIR CONTROL (ITEM 12, PAGE 56) ALLOWS HOT AIR TO BE CONDUCTED FROM A MUFF ON THE COLLECTOR RING, THROUGH FLEXIBLE TUBING, TO THE PROTECTIVE WINDSHIELD, TO PREVENT FOGGING.

Useful Load Controls

THE BOMB ARMING LEVER (ITEM 6, PAGE 57) CONTROLS THE ARMING AND SAFE CONDITIONS OF BOMB LOADING. THE LEVER POSITIONS ARE CLEARLY INDICATED ON THE UNIT.
THE BOMB RELEASE LEVER (ITEM 5, PAGE 57) CONTROLS THE SELECTIVE RELEASE OF THE RIGHT OR LEFT RACKS OR THE SALVO RELEASE OF ALL RACKS. IF IT IS DESIRED TO RELEASE BOMBS INDIVIDUALLY, THE WING RACKS SHOULD BE RELEASED FIRST AND THE CENTER SECTION LAST. THE VARIOUS LEVER POSITIONS ARE CLEARLY INDICATED ON THE UNIT.

THE PARACHUTE FLARE RELEASES (ITEM 13, PAGE 57) OPERATED BY THE PILOT, ARE PULLED TO RELEASE THE FLARES.

A ROUNDS COUNTER (ITEM 13, PAGE 58) FOR THE FIXED GUN ENABLES THE PILOT TO GAGE HIS AMMUNITION.

A TRIGGER SWITCH (ITEM 6, PAGE 56) FOR THE FIXED GUN AND GUN CAMERA, IS LOCATED ON THE CONTROL STICK. PROVISIONS ARE ALSO MADE FOR THE INSTALLATION OF GUN TRIGGER OPERATING CABLE ASSEMBLIES WHEN MANUAL CONTROL IS DESIRED.

THE VERY PISTOL (ITEM 9, PAGE 58) IS PROVIDED FOR AND MAY BE FIRED BY THE PILOT WITHOUT REMOVAL FROM ITS BRACKET.

FLOAT LIGHTS (ITEM 6, PAGE 65) ARE PROVIDED FOR IN THE GUNNER'S COCKPIT. FOUR LIGHTS ARE THE NORMAL LOAD, BUT FOUR MORE MAY BE CARRIED AS REQUIRED.

TWO SMOKE GRENADES (ITEM 1 & 4, PAGE 64 & 63) ARE PROVIDED FOR IN THE GUNNER'S
cockpit. They are housed in watertight cylinders.

The smoke tank release and the tail pipe control are located in the rear of the gunner's cockpit on the left. These are plainly marked for "ON" and "OFF" for the smoke, and "UP" and "DOWN" for the tail pipe. (Items 5 and 6, page 63.)

Miscellaneous Equipment

The cockpit ventilator is a scoop type which conducts cold air into the pilot's cockpit. The amount of air admitted to the cockpit is controlled by the pilot by means of a butterfly valve (item 7, page 56) on the ventilator.

The life raft is stowed in a compartment through the fuselage under the flexible gun tunnel. The compartment is opened from outside the airplane by releasing the latch on the door in the left hand side of the fuselage.

The chartboard (item 2, page 54) is secured in its stowed position underneath the instrument panel by a latch on the left supporting guide. The pilot may release the latch and pull the board back over his lap for navigating calculation.

A hoisting sling (item 3, page 54) of the single loop type is attached to the
FUSELAGE AND STOWED BACK OF THE PILOT'S SEAT. CARRIED AT ALL TIMES, IT IS DESIGNED TO HOLD THE AIRPLANE AT A SPECIFIED ANGLE OF TRIM WHEN LOADED AS A SCOUT WITH NO BOMBS.

EMERGENCY RATIONS AND FRESH WATER ARE CONTAINED IN A BAG WHICH IS SECURED TO THE LIFE RAFT IN THE STOWAGE COMPARTMENT.

SPARE FUSES ARE CLIPPED TO THE FORWARD SIDE OF THE FUSE BOX COVER, WHICH IS LABELED "FUSE PANEL" (ITEM 11, PAGE 58). THIS BOX MAY BE OPENED BY LOOSENING THREE FASTENERS. FOR CONVENIENCE SMALL RUBBER GRIPS ARE PROVIDED TO HANDLE THE FUSES.

THE CRANK FOR WINDING THE STARTER IS STOWED IN THE BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT.

FLASHLIGHTS ARE PROVIDED WITH SUITABLE CLIPS FOR PILOT AND GUNNER.
5. **Power Plant**

**Engine**

The Model SBD-3 airplane is powered by a Wright Cyclone Engine, Model R-1820-52, manufactured by the Wright Aeronautical Corporation. The engine has a two-speed supercharger. The carburetor is a Holly Model 1375H.

**Engine Rating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Blower Ratio</th>
<th>B.H.P.</th>
<th>R.P.M.</th>
<th>Altitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Take-off</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>Sea Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>S.L.-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>9,600-16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Diving Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>2900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FUEL - 100 Octane: AN Spec. No. 9531. Required pressure at entrance to carburetor: 6 to 7 lbs./sq. in.

OIL - Grade 1120: AN Spec. No. 9532. Required pressure 75 to 90 lbs./sq. in.

OIL INLET TEMPERATURE: See T.O. 35-38.

CYLINDER HEAD AND BASE TEMPERATURE LIMITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cyl. Head</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT TAKE-OFF POWER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 MIN.)</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT NORMAL RATED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER (CONTINUOUS)</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT NORMAL RATED TO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% NORMAL RATED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER (1 HOUR)</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT AND BELOW 70%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL RATED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER (CONTINUOUS)</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STARTING

Turn the engine over at least 3 revolutions of the propeller by hand, to insure that the cylinders are clear of oil and fuel. This is unnecessary when the engine has been running within an hour of intended start.

THROTTLE SET FOR 600-800 R.P.M.

Propeller control set in high pitch, (low R.P.M. position).
FUEL MIXTURE SET TO AUTOMATIC "RICH".

SET FUEL TANK SELECTOR VALVE TO "RIGHT MAIN" OR TO THE "RESERVE" TANK.

CARBURETOR AIR TO "DIRECT".

IGNITION SWITCH TURNED "OFF" (ITEM 10, PAGE 56).

BLOWER CONTROL SET TO "LOW".

OPEN COWLING FLAPS. FLAPS MUST BE KEPT OPEN DURING WARM-UP.

OPERATE THE WOBBLE PUMP (ITEM 8, PAGE 57) SLOWLY UNTIL 6 OR 7 LBS/ SQ. IN. OF PRESSURE IS INDICATED.

PRIME WITH ENGINE PRIMER (ITEM 8, PAGE 56) APPROXIMATELY 3 STROKES, DEPENDING ON WEATHER AND ENGINE TEMPERATURES. OVER PRIMING SHOULD BE AVOIDED.

THE PRIMER HANDLE MUST BE IN THE OFF POSITION AT ALL TIMES EXCEPT WHEN OPERATING THE PLUNGER.

IF POSSIBLE, PRIMING OF THE ENGINE SHOULD BE DONE WHILE THE STARTER IS BEING ENERGIZED, AS IT IS DESIRABLE TO HAVE THE RAW FUEL REMAIN IN THE CYLINDERS AS SHORT A TIME AS POSSIBLE.

THE THROTTLE SHOULD NOT BE PUMPED WHILE STARTING THE ENGINE OR IN AN ATTEMPT TO
KEEP IT RUNNING.

AFTER THE ENGINE HAS FIRED, OPERATE THE PRIMER AS NECESSARY TO KEEP THE ENGINE RUNNING UNTIL IT OPERATES SMOOTHLY ON THE CARBURETOR.

NOTE: REFER TO MANUAL OF BU. OF AERO. AND CURRENT BUAERO. T.O. FOR STARTER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS.

WARM-UP

TO WARM UP, RUN AT 800-1000 R.P.M. WITH PROPELLER IN POSITIVE HIGH PITCH. A NORMAL OIL PRESSURE OF 30 LBS. SHOULD BE INDICATED WITHIN 30 SECONDS AFTER STARTING. AFTER NORMAL OIL PRESSURE IS OBSERVED, SHIFT TO LOW PITCH (HIGH R.P.M.) AND COMPLETELY WARM UP AT FROM 1000 TO 1200 R.P.M.

TO CHECK MAGNETOS, RUN ENGINE UP TO 1900 R.P.M. (25" Hg. MANIFOLD PRESSURE) AND SWITCH FROM "BOTH" TO "RIGHT" AND TO "LEFT" MAGNETO. A NORMAL DROP OF APPROXIMATELY 50 R.P.M. MAY BE EXPECTED. A FAULTY MAGNETO OR FOULED PLUGS WILL BE INDICATED BY A ROUGHNESS OF OPERATION AND AN EXCESSIVE MOMENTARY DROP IN R.P.M.

MOVE PROPELLER CONTROL FROM LOW TO HIGH PITCH A FEW TIMES TO WARM UP OIL IN HUB CYLINDER.

DURING ALL GROUND CHECK TESTS (FOR MAG-
NETOS, INSTRUMENTS, ETC.) EXCEPT FULL POWER TEST, THE MANIFOLD PRESSURE SHOULD NOT EXCEED 30" Hg. FOR THE FULL POWER TEST ONLY SET MANIFOLD PRESSURE TO 41" Hg. THE PROPELLER SHOULD TURN AT 2350 R.P.M. WHEN SET IN HIGH R.P.M POSITION.

WARNING:
NEVER EXCEED 41" Hg. MANIFOLD PRESSURE.
CHECK GENERATOR.
KEEP ENGINE COWLING FLAPS OPEN.
CHECK BOTH SWITCHES (MAGNETOS).
OBSERVE INSTRUMENT READINGS.
CARBURETOR AIR DIRECT.

STOPPING

STOP THE ENGINE WITHOUT CLOSING THE FUEL VALVE BY FIRST RUNNING AT NOT LESS THAN 1000 R.P.M. FOR 30 SECONDS (PROPELLER IN POSITIVE HIGH PITCH POSITION IF PRACTICAL) AND THEN SETTING THE MIXTURE CONTROL LEVER TO THE FULL LEAN POSITION. THIS ACTUATES THE IDLING CUT-OFF VALVE WHICH CAUSES THE ENGINE TO STOP. TURN OFF THE IGNITION SWITCH WHEN PROPELLER CEASES TO TURN.

SINCE THE CARBURETOR IS NOT DRAINED, LEAVE THE MIXTURE CONTROL LEVER IN THE FULL LEAN POSITION AS A PRECAUTION AGAINST ACCIDENTAL STARTING.

WHENEVER POSSIBLE, BEFORE STOPPING ENGINE, SHIFT SUPERCHARGER AS OUTLINED ON PAGE 45.
MANIFOLD PRESSURE

THE PROPER MANIFOLD PRESSURES WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING ALTITUDES AND ENGINE SPEEDS FOR POSITIVE HIGH PITCH ARE SHOWN ON PAGE 85.

MIXTURE CONTROL (ITEM 3, PAGE 57)

THE HOLLY MODEL 1375 H CARBURETOR IS EQUIPPED WITH AN AUTOMATIC MIXTURE CONTROL. THE THREE DEFINITE POSITIONS OF THE MIXTURE CONTROL ARE: "AUTOMATIC RICH", "AUTOMATIC LEAN", AND "IDLE CUT-OFF". THE MANUAL CONTROL SHOULD BE KEPT IN THE "AUTOMATIC RICH" POSITION FOR CRUISING ABOVE 70% RATED POWER. FOR 70% RATED POWER OR BELOW, THE MIXTURE CONTROL MAY BE LEANED OUT FOR SMOOTH OPERATION.

IF IN LEVEL FLIGHT, WITH THE MIXTURE IN THE "AUTOMATIC RICH" POSITION, THE ENGINE IS ROUGH DUE TO AN OVER RICH MIXTURE, IT IS PERMISSIBLE TO LEAN OUT THE MIXTURE BY OPERATING THE CONTROL MANUALLY, ONLY TO THE POINT OF SMOOTH OPERATION. THE MAXIMUM CYLINDER HEAD TEMPERATURES MUST NOT BE EXCEEDED.

FOR OPERATING ABOVE RATED ALTITUDE, THE THROTTLE SHOULD BE SET TO THE DESIRED MANIFOLD PRESSURE AND THE MIXTURE LEANED OUT ONLY UNTIL THE ENGINE OPERATES SMOOTHLY.

THE LAST 10° OF THE MIXTURE CONTROL
SEGMENT IN THE LEAN POSITION IS MARKED IN RED TO INDICATE THE POSITION OF THE MIXTURE CONTROL FOR STOPPING THE ENGINE THROUGH THE IDLE CUT OFF VALVE.

A WHITE MARK IS PROVIDED ON THAT PORTION OF THE MIXTURE CONTROL SEGMENT CORRESPONDING APPROXIMATELY TO THE "CRUISEING LEAN" POSITION.

**Supercharger Control (Item I, Page 57)**

The engine is equipped with a two-speed supercharger. Normally, the low supercharger speed shall be used at all times. The high supercharger speed may be used above 10,500 feet altitude to obtain maximum airplane speeds and rates of climb. The high supercharger speed shall not be used for cruising at altitudes at which cruising power is available in the low supercharger speed, as fuel economy is inferior to that of low supercharger speed operation, and the tendency to detonate is greater. 70% rated power is maintained to approximately 12,000 feet in low speed supercharger. Lesser powers are maintained to corresponding higher altitudes. In using the high supercharger speed, the control shall be shifted at or above the altitude at which 31" Hg. manifold pressure is obtained with full throttle and low supercharger speed (approximately 10,500 feet altitude without ram). Page 85 shows maximum permissible operating
LIMITS FOR BOTH LOW AND HIGH SUPERCHARGER SPEEDS.

In changing from one supercharger speed to the other in either direction, the engine shall be partly throttled to avoid rough engagement of the clutches. Normally, supercharger speed changes shall not be made at intervals of less than five minutes, in order to provide opportunity for dissipation of heat generated during clutch engagements. Changing from one supercharger speed to the other in either direction shall be done without pausing in the neutral position to avoid rough operation during the period of clutch engagement.

During a change in supercharger speed a slight change in engine R.P.M. may be observed. This is normal for an engine equipped with a two-speed supercharger and has no detrimental effect.

CAUTION: Care should be exercised to make sure that the supercharger clutch control is at the extreme end of its travel at all times, in order that rated power may be always available. If the control is placed inadvertently in the neutral position, the rated engine power output will not be available. Such a situation would be particularly hazardous during take-off.
When operating for extended periods in either blower ratio, the clutches should be shifted once every two hours. The usual shifting procedure as described on page 44 shall be followed and it is only necessary to remain in the opposite blower ratio for five minutes.

Whenever possible before stopping the engine, the following clutch shift should be made:

A. With the propeller on the governor, and the blower in the low position, set the propeller control for an engine speed, above 1000 r.p.m., at which a minimum oil pressure of 60 lbs./sq. in. is maintained. The throttle should be set at some position below half opened.

B. Move the blower control from the low position to the high position rapidly and allow the blower to remain in the high position for approximately one minute.

C. Move the blower control rapidly from the high position to the low position.

D. Make certain that the blower is in the low position when the engine is stopped.

E. Such procedure prevents excessive sludge formation in the clutches.
Fuel System

The Fuel System is shown diagrammatically on page 49.

Fuel is supplied to the engine from two main fuel tanks located in the wing center section, and two auxiliary tanks, one located in each outer wing. The total fuel capacity of 310 gallons is divided as follows: (Non-Combat Condition)

R.H. Main (Inboard) Tank ...... 90 gal.
L.H. Main (Inboard) Tank ...... 90 gal.
R.H. Auxiliary (Outboard) Tank. 65 gal.
L.H. Auxiliary (Outboard) Tank. 65 gal.
Total ......................... 310 gal.

A fuel reserve of 37 gallons is included, by means of a standpipe, in the left main tank.

The fuel capacity for the Combat Condition is 260 gal., divided as follows:

R.H. Main (Inboard) Tank ...... 75 gal.
L.H. Main (Inboard) Tank ...... 75 gal.
R.H. Auxiliary (Outboard) Tank. 55 gal.
L.H. Auxiliary (Outboard) Tank. 55 gal.
Total ......................... 260 gal.

All fuel tanks must be filled separately and all have separate engine supply lines. There are no interconnections between tanks.
A fuel selector valve (item 9, page 57) controls the flow of fuel from the L.H. main, R.H. main, L.H. Aux., R.H. Aux. tanks, or the reserve supply. This valve also shuts off all fuel supply to either the engine driven pump or the hand operated wobble pump.

Fuel is withdrawn from the R.H. main tank and the reserve supply in the left main tank through sumps located near the fore and aft corners of the tanks. These sumps are connected to sump selector valves which control the flow of fuel from one sump or the other dependent on the attitude of the airplane during climbs, dives or other maneuvers. This is to prevent air being drawn into the system through uncovered outlets. All other tanks have a single outlet.

Do not take-off, land, or dive with fuel being supplied from the left main or auxiliary tanks. Fuel from auxiliary tanks is to be used during level flight only.

Two electrical fuel gages, operating off the master switch give the contents of the tanks directly in gallons during flight. Gage calibration tables are mounted in the pilot's cockpit to secure correct readings when the airplane is at rest. The reserve portion of the left main tank (inboard) is designated in red.
ON THE GAGE.

FUEL IS NORMALLY DELIVERED TO THE CARBURETOR BY AN ENGINE DRIVEN FUEL PUMP. FOR STARTING AND EMERGENCY OPERATION A HAND OPERATED WOBBLE PUMP IS PROVIDED WHICH MAY BE OPERATED FROM EITHER COCKPIT. THE DESIRED FUEL PRESSURE IS 6 TO 7 LBS./SQ. IN.
OIL SYSTEM

The oil system is shown diagrammatically on page 52.

The oil tank has a "Non-Combat" service capacity of 19.5 gals. plus a 3 gals. expansion space. In the "Combat" condition the tank has a service capacity of 16.5 gals. and expansion space of 3 gals. Mounted below the tank is an automatic oil temperature control and check valve, directing the return oil to the bottom of the oil tank when the engine inlet oil is cold, and to the top of the oil tank, via the oil cooler or oil cooler by pass, when the engine inlet oil is hot. The check valve, incorporated in the automatic oil temperature control valve, prevents seepage of oil into the engine when the airplane is at rest. The oil temperature gage is connected to the engine inlet oil line.

A gravity control selector valve, mounted on the oil temperature control valve, allows oil to flow to the engine from either the bottom or the top of the oil tank as required by the attitude or accelerations of the airplane during dives or other maneuvers in order to prevent the loss of oil pressure during such maneuvers.

The retractable air scoop for the oil radiator is mechanically controlled from the pilot's cockpit. (Item 9, page 56).
IT IS PROVIDED WITH A MECHANICAL POSITION INDICATOR.

OIL TEMPERATURE

EMERGENCY ONLY ............ 102°C.
DESIRED OIL TEMPERATURE .. 70°C - 80°C.
NORMAL OIL PRESSURE ...... 65 LB./SQ. IN.

(SEE CURRENT BUAERO. T.O.)
OIL PRESSURE GAUGE

OIL TEMPERATURE GAUGE

BOUNDING ROD

OIL TANK
19.5 GAL. CAPACITY (NON-COMBAT)
16.5 GAL. CAPACITY (COMBAT)
3 GAL. FOAMING SPACE (BOTH CONDITIONS)

CONSTANT FLOW CHECK VALVE

P & W OIL TEMPERATURE REGULATOR

OIL RADIATOR

OIL PRESSURE
CRANKCASE VENT
OIL "OUT"
OIL "IN"
OIL DRAIN "Y"

REFER TO DWG. 5084727 & DWG. 5084734

OIL SYSTEM
**Propeller**

The Hamilton Standard propeller is a three-blade constant speed type, 10' 9" in diameter; Hub 3-E-50-345; Blades 6103A-9. The propeller has a pitch range of 20°. Positive low pitch setting 19°; positive high pitch setting 39°; index setting 39°; Governor unit 1P12.

The constant speed propeller control lever (item 4, page 57) is located on the engine control unit on the left side of the pilot's cockpit.

To operate the propeller control, the lever is moved in the direction desired until the tachometer indicates the selected r.p.m. The quadrant - throttle type control is finely adjustable to engine r.p.m. for constant speed governing. When lever is moved to full down position (against stop), the governor is set for constant speed operation at rated take-off r.p.m. When moved to full up position the governor is set to lock the propeller in positive high pitch position (desired for cruising, and required to assure against overspeeding engine in dive).
1. Seat Adjustment Lever
2. Chartboard
3. Hoisting Sling
4. Bombing Window
5. Safety Belt

Photo No. 11437 - Pilot's Seat Installed
1. Airspeed Indicator
2. Turn and Bank Indicator
3. Rate of Climb Indicator
4. Altimeter
5. Directional Gyro Control Unit
6. Bank and Climb Control Unit
7. Check-off Instrument
8. Engine Gage Unit
9. Manifold Pressure Gage
10. Tachometer
11. Clock (Elapsed Time)
12. Engine Temperature Gage
13. Outside Air Thermometer
14. Auto Pilot Pressure Gage
15. Fuel Quantity Gages

Photo No. 11045 - Pilot's Instrument Panel
1. CONTROL STICK
2. CARBURETOR AIR CONTROL
3. COWLING FLAP CONTROL LEVER
4. AUTO-PILOT "ON-OFF" SWITCH
5. PARKING BRAKE HANDLE
6. TRIGGER SWITCH
7. COCKPIT VENTILATOR
8. ENGINE PRIMER
9. OIL COOLER AIR SCOOP CONTROL
10. IGNITION SWITCH
11. STARTER MESHING PULL
12. WINDSHIELD HOT AIR CONTROL

PHOTO NO. 12942 - PILOT'S COCKPIT - FRONT
1. Blower Control
2. Throttle
3. Mixture Control
4. Propeller Control
5. Bomb Release Lever
6. Bomb Arming Lever
7. Arresting Hook Operating Lever
8. Wobble Pump Handle
9. Fuel Tank Selector Valve
10. Aileron Tab Control
11. Elevator Tab Control
12. Rudder Tab Control
13. Parachute Flare Release
14. Fire Extinguisher Release
15. Tail Wheel Lock
16. Landing Gear Position Indicator

PHOTO NO. 10732 - PILOT'S COCKPIT - LEFT SIDE
1. Headrest Release
2. Engine Hydraulic Pump Control
3. Landing Gear Emergency Lowering Valve
4. Landing Flaps Selector Lever
5. Flap Position Indicator
6. Diving Flaps Selector Lever
7. Landing Gear Selector Lever
8. Hand Hydraulic Pump
9. Very Pistol Bracket
10. Distribution Panel
11. Fuse Panel
12. Oxygen Rebreather Racks
13. Rounds Counter
1. PILOT'S ENCLOSURE LATCH
2. FLOTATION MANUAL RELEASE
3. HEADREST

PHOTO NO. 9662 - PILOT'S COCKPIT - REAR
1. RUDDER PEDALS
2. BRAKE TREADLES
3. RUDDER PEDAL ADJUSTMENT
4. COCKPIT VENTILATOR
5. OIL COOLER AIR SCOOP OPERATING LEVER
6. SURFACE CONTROLS LOCKING DEVICE
7. BRAKE TREADLE ADJUSTMENT

PHOTO NO. 9664 - SURFACE CONTROLS - PILOT'S COCKPIT
1. AIRSPEED INDICATOR
2. CLOCK
3. ALTIMETER
4. SWITCH PANEL
5. LATERAL INCLINOMETER
6. FLOTATION PULL
7. COMPASS
8. ENCLOSURE LATCH

PHOTO NO. 10744 - AFTER COCKPIT- FRONT
1. Throttle
2. Wobble Pump Handle
3. Controlled Stick (Stowed)
4. Smoke Grenade Rack
5. Gate Valve Control
6. Tail Pipe Control
7. Hand Fire Extinguisher

PHOTO NO. 10734 - AFTER COCKPIT - LEFT SIDE
1. AMMUNITION RACK
2. SMOKE GRENADE HANDLE
3. GUN TUNNEL DOOR RELEASE
4. CO₂ FIRE EXTINGUISHER BOTTLE
5. FLATATION SYSTEM BOTTLE
6. FLOAT LIGHT RACKS

PHOTO NO. 10743 - REAR COCKPIT - REAR
1. RUDDER PEDAL ADJUSTMENT
2. REMOVABLE CONTROL STICK

PHOTO NO. 10745 - SURFACE CONTROLS - REAR COCKPIT
CRUISING LEAN
FUEL CONSUMPTION
READINGS ARE FOR A FULL RICH MIXTURE SETTING

- **Fuel/Air Ratio**
  - Y-axis: Air Flow (LBS/hr)
  - X-axis: Engine RPM

- **Fuel Flow**
  - Y-axis: Fuel Flow (LBS/hr)
  - X-axis: Mixture Ratio & Flow

- **Graph**
  - Indicates the relationship between fuel, air, and engine RPM over a range of mixture ratios and flows.
ENGINE RPM IN HUNDREDS

Readings are for a full rich mixture setting.

Takeoff rating: 1000 HP at 2350 RPM

Normal rating: 950 HP at 2300 RPM

Propeller Load Curve

Brake Horsepower
Cruising Chart

The cruising chart is provided so the engine control required for cruising at a particular speed and altitude may be readily determined. It also shows the limits of engine operation for cruising.

This chart is based upon limitation of the brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) in the cylinders to a certain value. Below the heavy line marked "BMEP Limiting Altitude", the BMEP is held at a constant value, and the power and r.p.m. are proportional to each other. Above this line, the limiting value of the BMEP cannot be reached, and the engine is operated at full throttle; the power and speed decrease with altitude along the constant r.p.m. lines as shown.

A small auxiliary chart is provided at the left of the sheet to be used in determining the density altitude, from the pressure altitude and the outside air temperature.

The use of the chart in determining the engine settings required, when it is desired to fly at a certain speed and pressure altitude, is as follows:

1. Proceed vertically from the outside air temperature to the pressure altitude line. This gives the density altitude.
2. Go horizontally to the desired true airspeed. Interpolate between the lines on the chart to find the r.p.m. and the manifold pressure which are required.

3. If the outside air temperature differs from standard, there is an additional correction to be made.

(a) In the region of constant BMEP operation, increase the manifold pressure by .35 in. for each $10^\circ$C that the outside air temperature is above standard.

(b) In the region of full throttle operation, increase the r.p.m. by 41 r.p.m. for each $10^\circ$C that the outside air temperature is above standard.

Operating experience has shown that satisfactory control is obtained in the constant BMEP region by entering the chart directly with pressure altitude corresponding to standard temperature and neglecting all corrections due to deviation of air temperature from standard. In the full throttle region it is recommended that the temperature corrections always be applied.

**Examples**

1. It is desired to fly at a true airspeed of 175 knots at a pressure altitude of
5,000 FT. AND AN OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE OF 20°C. THIS GIVES POINT "A" ON THE CHART. THE UNCORRECTED ENGINE SETTINGS ARE: R.P.M. 1870; M.P. 27.3 IN. SINCE THE TEMPERATURE IS 16°C. ABOVE STANDARD TEMPERATURE AT THIS PRESSURE ALTITUDE, THE MANIFOLD PRESSURE IS INCREASED BY .6 IN., GIVING A CORRECTED M.P. OF 27.9 IN.

(a) USING THE SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE, THE FOLLOWING RESULTS ARE OBTAINED:

Point "B" gives 1936 R.P.M. and 28.0 IN. M.P.

Both procedures result in a true engine power very near to what is actually desired.

1000# BOMBER       GROSS WEIGHT 8303.9 LBS.

CRUISING SPEED CHART  SBD-3 NON-COMBAT
STANDARD TEMPERATURE

310 GAL. SCOUT  GROSS WEIGHT 8594.6 LBS.
CRUISING SPEED CHART  SBD-3 NON-COMBAT
CRUISING SPEED CHART

180 GAL. SCOUT  GROSS WEIGHT 7762.1 LBS.

SBD-3 NON-COMBAT
STANDARD TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE CENTIGRADE

260 GAL. SCOUT GROSS WEIGHT 8975 LBS.
CRUISING SPEED CHART SBD-3 COMBAT
LANDING SPEED CHART

GROSS WEIGHT (LBS.)

6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 10,000

CORRECT INDICATED AIRSPEED (KNOTS)
(5% ABOVE STALLING SPEED)

FLAPS UP

FLAPS FULL DOWN
SPEED FOR MAXIMUM RATE OF CLimb
MIXTURE CONTROL
MAX. POWER

IN HG. ABS. CASE
MAN. PRESS.

RPM
2500
2300
2100
1900
1700
1500

NORMAL
RATED ALT. 24

28
26

30

2300
1900

1900 @ 3400

1000 @ 3700

800
700
600
500
400
300
150
130
110
90
70

B.HR.

1000

OIL: TEXACO 1120. FUEL: SOCONY 100 OCTANE

SEA LEVEL & ALTITUDE
LOW BLOWER CHARACTERISTICS
## MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE OPERATING CONDITIONS

(1,000 LB. BOMBER CONDITION)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANIFOLD PRESSURE</th>
<th>CONDITION</th>
<th>SUPERCHARGER</th>
<th>R.P.M.</th>
<th>MIXTURE CONTROL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41.0&quot; Hg.</td>
<td>SEA LEVEL TAKE-OFF</td>
<td>LOW GEAR</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC RICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.8&quot; Hg.</td>
<td>CLIMB S.L. TO 2,000 FEET</td>
<td>LOW GEAR</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC RICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.2&quot; Hg.</td>
<td>CLIMB 2,000 TO 4,000 FEET</td>
<td>LOW GEAR</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC RICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.8&quot; Hg.</td>
<td>CLIMB 4,000 TO 5,000 FEET</td>
<td>LOW GEAR</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC RICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL THROTTLE</td>
<td>CLIMB 5,000 TO 10,700 FEET</td>
<td>LOW GEAR</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC RICH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHIFT TO HIGH BLOWER AT 10,700 FEET ALTITUDE**

|          | CLIMB 10,700 TO 12,000 FEET | HIGH BLOWER | 2300 | AUTOMATIC RICH |
| 37.4"    | CLIMB 12,000 TO 14,000 FEET | HIGH BLOWER | 2300 | AUTOMATIC RICH |
| 37.0"    | CLIMB 14,000 TO 16,000 FEET | HIGH BLOWER | 2300 | AUTOMATIC RICH |

**36.7" ABOVE 16,000 FEET = FULL THROTTLE X X**

|          | CRUISING 70% (665 HP) | LOW BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |
| 30.7"    | CRUISING 70%          | LOW BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |
| 30.2"    | CRUISING 70%          | LOW BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |
| 29.5"    | CRUISING 70%          | LOW BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |
| 28.9"    | CRUISING 70%          | LOW BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |
| 28.3"    | CRUISING 70%          | LOW BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |
| 27.7"    | CRUISING 70%          | LOW BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |
| 27.2"    | CRUISING 70% (560 HP) | HIGH BLOWER | 2060 | AUTOMATIC LEAN |

### FUEL-AIR RECOMMENDED RATIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUEL PRESSURE LBS.</th>
<th>6 TO 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OIL PRESSURE LBS.</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OIL IN TEMP.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEMPERATURE</th>
<th>S.L.</th>
<th>16,000'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70 TO 80 °C</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CYLINDER HEAD, MAX. ALLOWED, TAKE-OFF, 5 MIN.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEMPERATURE</th>
<th>250 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CYLINDER HEAD, MAX. ALLOWED, CONTINUOUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEMPERATURE</th>
<th>218 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CYLINDER HEAD, MAX. ALLOWED, CRUISING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEMPERATURE</th>
<th>205 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**# MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED R.P.M.**

**## BELOW 70% POWER, MIXTURE MAY BE AUTOMATIC LEAN**

**ABOVE 70% POWER, MIXTURE SHALL BE AUTOMATIC RICH UNLESS MIXTURE IS EXCESSIVELY RICH, IN WHICH CASE IT MAY BE LEANED OUT MANUALLY ONLY TO POINT OF SMOOTH ENGINE OPERATION (DO NOT EXCEED ALLOWABLE CYLINDER TEMPERATURES)**

### TAKE-OFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POWER</th>
<th>RATED POWER</th>
<th>MIN. CRUISING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106 TO .114</td>
<td>102 TO .108</td>
<td>069 TO .071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPEEDS FOR BEST CLIMB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPEED</th>
<th>S.L.</th>
<th>16,000'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CRUISING SPEED AT 65% POWER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPEED</th>
<th>166 (618 HP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INDICATED AIRSPEED (KNOTS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIRSPEED</th>
<th>166 (618 HP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| CYLINDER HEAD, MAX. ALLOWED, CRUISING |
| 205 °C |
AUTO PILOT GROUND CHECK

1. Check quantity of oil in reservoir. Should be at "normal" mark.

2. Check operation of vacuum and oil pumps by noting gage readings with engine running 600 to 700 r.p.m. (Use portable gage for vacuum.)

3. Check for 4" to 5" Hg., and 115 to 125 lbs./sq. in. Oil pressure with auto pilot valve "ON" and engine running at 1000 r.p.m.

4. Check for air in the hydraulic system by turning auto pilot "ON" with gyro trim knob set neutral and noting sponginess in controls. Controls should act as if locked under light control force.

5. To bleed air from system, turn auto pilot "OFF", set gyro trim knobs 1/2 turn off neutral and hold controls at extreme positions each way for about 30 seconds.

6. Run engines at 1000 r.p.m., center airplane controls, uncage gyro's, set gyro trim knobs at neutral, and turn auto pilot "ON". Airplane controls should remain in position.

7. Move gyro trim knobs back and forth, noting direction and speed of movement of control surfaces.
(a) Turning aileron trim knob clockwise should give right aileron up.

(b) Turning elevator trim knob clockwise should give down elevator.

(c) Turning course setting knob clockwise should give right rudder.

8. Check operation of servo overpower relief valves.

(a) Apply a light pressure to the controls at the same time applying an opposite auto pilot force by means of the gyro trim knobs. The airplane controls should move against a light pressure on the controls.

(b) Check the force required to overpower the auto pilot. With the servo unit relief valves set for 105 lbs./sq. in. pressure, the auto pilot should be overpowered with the following approximate forces of the airplane controls:

  Aileron - 28.5 lbs. on stick.
  Elevator - 28.5 lbs. on stick.
  Rudder - 103.0 lbs. on rudder pedal.
AUTO PILOT FLIGHT CHECK

1. Fly airplane to 2000 ft. altitude using gyros as regular flight instruments.

2. Check oil pressure (115 to 125 lbs./sq. in.).

3. Trim airplane for straight and level flight.

4. Turn auto pilot "ON-OFF" valve "ON" slowly.

5. Overpower each control in each direction to assure overpowering.

6. Adjust auto pilot signal at maximum (clockwise) and reduce slowly as required to eliminate hunting or over controlling.

7. Fly airplane to altitude where varying air currents and rough air is present for a check of signal adjustments.

8. Climb to maximum ceiling at which auto pilot is to be used and check operation. Check for required oil pressure at this altitude.

10. Fly a straight course using the magnetic compass and at intervals check directional gyros. The permissible deviation is $3^\circ$ in 15 minutes.

11. Check on slow $180^\circ$ turns for precision of the gyros by rotating rudder knob.

12. Check on slow $360^\circ$ turn. Check for return of artificial horizon to normal.

13. Auto pilot gyros must be kept completely caged during severe maneuvers.
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SBD - 3

1000 LB. BOMBER COMBAT CONFIGURATION
SEA LEVEL-LOW GEAR,
BRAKE HORSEPOWER
MANIFOLD PRESSURE CURVE
FOR WRIGHT R-1820-52
ENGINE
MIXTURE CONTROL-AUTOMATIC RICH

DATA FROM ALL CALIBRATION
OF R-1820-52 ENGINE

BLOWED CASE PRESSURE-INHG.ABS.
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE OPERATING CONDITIONS
(NO RAM)

MODEL CARBURETOR RAM PRESSURE WILL INCREASE SOMEWHAT THE ALTITUDES AT WHICH LIMITING MANIFOLD PRESSURES ARE OBTAINED

BHP

MANIFOLD PRESSURE, Hg.

ALTITUDE - 1000 FT.
R-1820-52 ENGINE

RATING:
TAKEOFF - 1000 BHP @ 2350 RPM
NORMAL - 950 BHP @ 2300 RPM
@ 5000 FT.
800 BHP @ 2300 RPM
@ 10,700 - 16,000 FT.
FUEL - 100 OCTANE
CURVES APPLY TO LOW BLOWER
POWER ONLY

MAX. ALLOW. FOR
CONTINUOUS
OPERATION

MAX. ALLOW. FOR TAKEOFF ONLY

MAX. RECOMMENDED CRUISING LIMITS